
 

Durability tests: Samsung phones survive
water, not falls
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In this Feb. 22, 2016 file photo, a waterproof Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge mobile
phone is submersed in water during a preview of Samsung's flagship store,
Samsung 837, in New York's Meatpacking District. SquareTrade, a company
that offers extended-protection plans for gadgets, said the Galaxy S7 and S7
Edge still functioned after being submerged in water for 30 minutes. Audio was
"permanently muffled and distorted" after the dunking, but the Samsung phones
still outlasted Apple's iPhones in SquareTrade's water tests. The study, released
Monday, March 14, also found that Samsung's new phones are more prone to
breaking than the iPhone 6S, which survived 30 seconds in a tumbling test
chamber, similar to a dryer without heat. (AP Photo/Richard Drew, File)
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You can dunk Samsung's new smartphones in water, but don't drop them
on a sidewalk, a new study finds.

SquareTrade, a company that offers extended-protection plans for
gadgets, said the Galaxy S7 and S7 Edge still functioned after being
submerged in water for 30 minutes. Audio was "permanently muffled
and distorted" after the dunking, but the Samsung phones still outlasted
Apple's iPhones in SquareTrade's water tests.

The study, released Monday, also found that Samsung's new phones are
more prone to breaking than the iPhone 6S, which survived 30 seconds
in a tumbling test chamber, similar to a dryer without heat. The test is
meant to mimic repeated drops phones often face. Both Samsung models
had minor cracks on the screens and significant damage to their backs.
The iPhone 6S Plus, a larger version of the 6S, did worse. Its screen
completely shattered in SquareTrade's tests.

The screens of all four phones cracked when dropped face down on a
sidewalk. The Samsung phones also cracked when dropped on their
corners, while the iPhones had only cosmetic damage, according to
SquareTrade.

Samsung Electronics in Seoul, South Korea would not comment on the
study.
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In this Sunday, Feb. 21, 2016, file photo, a Samsung Galaxy S7, left, and S7
Edge are displayed during the Samsung Galaxy Unpacked 2016 event on the eve
of the Mobile World Congress wireless show, in Barcelona, Spain. In a study
released Monday, March 14, 2016, SquareTrade, a company that offers extended-
protection plans for gadgets, said the Galaxy S7 and S7 Edge still functioned
after being submerged in water for 30 minutes. Audio was "permanently muffled
and distorted" after the dunking, but the Samsung phones still outlasted Apple's
iPhones in SquareTrade's water tests. (AP Photo/Manu Fernandez, File)

The new Samsung phones came out Friday. They're not designed to be
used underwater—the touch screens don't function until dry—but
Samsung promises that the phones can still work after spending up to 30
minutes in up to five feet of water.

That covers accidental drops in toilets and bathtubs, and exposure in a
rainstorm, though pools and oceans may introduce other contaminants,
such as chlorine and salt.
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In this Feb. 22, 2016 file photo, Samsung Galaxy S7 Edge mobile phone is
displayed during a preview of Samsung's flagship store, Samsung 837, in New
York's Meatpacking District. SquareTrade, a company that offers extended-
protection plans for gadgets, said the Galaxy S7 and S7 Edge still functioned
after being submerged in water for 30 minutes. Audio was "permanently muffled
and distorted" after the dunking, but the Samsung phones still outlasted Apple's
iPhones in SquareTrade's water tests. The study, released Monday, March 14,
also found that Samsung's new phones are more prone to breaking than the
iPhone 6S, which survived 30 seconds in a tumbling test chamber, similar to a
dryer without heat. (AP Photo/Richard Drew, File)
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